
The Lookout Cloud Security Platform is the only cloud-native 
unified security platform in the industry that holistically 
addresses both endpoint and cloud security and protects 
data wherever it is stored, whether on the end user device,  
or in any corporate application. With a data-centric  
approach and an integrated stack of cloud-delivered  
services, Lookout protects workers, their devices, apps,  
and data from unauthorized access as well as modern 
internet-based threats.

A platform approach allows IT teams to define, enforce, and 
administer security policies consistently and across all users, 
devices, apps and data, thereby delivering an integrated risk 
response across endpoints and corporate data.

Benefits of the Lookout 
Cloud Security Platform
	� Precise controls that provide dynamic  
access based on full insights

	� Full visibility into users, endpoints, 
apps, and data

	� Protect data regardless of where it 
goes or how it’s being handled

	� A single place to implement policies, 
hunt for threats, and conduct investigations

	� Respect personal privacy

Lookout Cloud Security Platform Tiers

Essentials For small and medium organizations who are looking for basic cloud security, audit logs, and 
data protection.

Advanced For larger organizations that need greater visibility and control over their data as well as 
malware threat prevention and risk-based access control to resources.

Premium For large organizations with highly sensitive or compliance data that need advanced data 
and threat protection.

Lookout Cloud  
Security Packages
Integrated data-centric cloud security platform
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Lookout Cloud Security Packages

Protect users and data from internet-based threats 
Lookout Secure Internet Access is a cloud-delivered secure web gateway (SWG) that is built on the 
principles of zero trust. It protects users, underlying networks, and corporate data from internet-based 
threats while also preventing data leakage. With a single-proxy architecture, Secure Internet Access offers 
security controls in inline and API mode, and the ability to inspect all incoming and outgoing web traffic for 
malicious content and sensitive data.

Lookout Secure Internet Access Essentials Advanced Premium

Deployment Modes

Inline (forward proxy)

Key Features

URL filtering and reputation

TLS/SSL inspection

Malware threat protection

Shadow IT — discovery

Shadow IT — control and remediation

DLP inspection and data protection

Regulatory compliance templates (e.g., HIPAA, PCI DSS)

User and entity behavior analytics (UEBA)

Adaptive access control

Data classification (e.g., TITUS, AIP integrations)

Digital rights management / Encryption

CASB Advanced for 1 App

CASB Premium 3 App Bundle

CASB Add-ons

CASB Advanced 3, 5, or Unlimited App Bundles

CASB Premium 5 or Unlimited App Bundles

Cloud Platform Services Are Applicable To All Bundles

	� Multi-tenant cloud-based global data centers with inline forward proxy
	� Cloud-based reporting platform and management for security policies
	� Enterprise integrations – SIEM, SOAR, and SAML
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Secure cloud apps and protect data 
Lookout Secure Cloud Access is a cloud-delivered cloud access security broker (CASB) that protects data 
while enabling users to access any app from any network or device — managed and unmanaged. It helps 
security professionals manage unintentional or unapproved movement of sensitive data between cloud 
app instances by taking into account app and user risks. This enables streamlined security workflows with 
intuitive policy controls and incident response management.

Lookout Secure Cloud Access Essentials Advanced Premium

Deployment Modes

API

Inline (forward, reverse proxy) and inline email gateway

Key Features

User activity monitoring

Data loss prevention (DLP)

Collaboration sharing ccontrols

Login access control

Adaptive access control

Continuous Conditional Access1

Insights investigate2

User and entity behavior analytics (UEBA)

Anti-virus / anti-malware (AVAM) protection

Advanced DLP (structured data, exact data match, OCR)

Data classification (e.g. Titus, AIP integrations)

Digital rights management / encryption

Connected apps visibility

Saas security posture management (SSPM)

Add-ons or Standalone Options

Shadow IT

Cloud security posture management (CSPM) for IaaS  
(AWS, Azure, GCP)

Historical data scanning

Field-level encryption for ServiceNow and SAP SuccessFactors

Lookout Cloud Security Packages
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Lookout Cloud Security Packages

Securely connect users directly to apps
Lookout Secure Private Access is a cloud-delivered zero trust network access (ZTNA) solution built on the 
principle of zero trust that provides seamless access to private enterprise apps no matter where the user or 
the app is located. Unlike a virtual private network (VPN), Secure Private Access connects users only to the 
specific apps they need and not the network, which is a core principle of a zero-trust architecture.

Technical support, services, and integrations
Below are support services and integrations for Lookout Secure Internet Access, Secure Cloud Access, 
and Secure Private Access.

Lookout Secure Private Access

	� User activity monitoring
	� User and entity behavior analytics (UEBA)
	� Adaptive access control
	� DLP

	� Antivirus and anti-malware protection
	� Digital rights management / encryption
	� Continuous Conditional Access1

	� Insights Investigate2

Essentials Advanced Premium

Technical Support and Services3

Standard

Premium Add-on

Quick Start Implementation Service Add-on

Enterprise Integration Implementation Services Add-on

Enterprise Integrations

SSO and Lookout Mobile Endpoint Security (MES)

SIEM, MDM/EMM, and MFA

Managed Endpoint Detection

Existing DLP, key management (hybrid), advanced threat 
protection (ATP), and sandboxing solutions

Microsoft Azure Information Protection (API), and TITUS
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Lookout Cloud Security Packages

1. Continuous Conditional Access is available when either Lookout Secure Cloud Access and/or Lookout Secure Private Access is used in conjunction with Lookout MES.
2. Insights Investigate provides tools for incident management and investigative capabilities based on entities such as user, device, app, and location. You can manage 
incidents that involve policy violations, assign a level of security to an incident, and specify the appropriate action. In addition, you can trace the entity that is accessing a 
particular piece of data, such as users, collaborators, devices, and apps.
3. Technical Support and Services
	� Standard support includes portal and email support during local business hours, three portal accounts with access to our knowledge base and online documentation
	� Premium support includes 24x7 portal and email support, unlimited portal accounts, hotline telephone support and much more.
	� Quick Start for Lookout Cloud Security is a service provided by Lookout experts to help customers ease onboarding and meet organizational security goals. This 

typically involves a walk-through of the management console, technical consulting around DLP and access policies, as well as an introduction to the Lookout Technical 
Support Portal.
	� Lookout Enterprise Integration Services ensure that the Lookout Secure Cloud Access or Secure Internet Access solutions are successfully integrated with existing 

infrastructure such as SSO, MDM, SIEM, data classification, and external zero-day threat protection (ATP) platforms. The Lookout Professional Services team assists 
with configuration and initial testing.
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For more information visit 
lookout.com

Request a demo at 
lookout.com/request-a-demo

About Lookout
Lookout, Inc. is the endpoint to cloud security company purpose-built for 
the intersection of enterprise and personal data. We safeguard data across 
devices, apps, networks and clouds through our unified, cloud-native security 
platform — a solution that’s as fluid and flexible as the modern digital world. By 
giving organizations and individuals greater control over their data, we enable 
them to unleash its value and thrive. Lookout is trusted by enterprises of all 
sizes, government agencies and millions of consumers to protect sensitive 
data, enabling them to live, work and connect — freely and safely. To learn 
more about the Lookout Cloud Security Platform, visit www.lookout.com and 
follow Lookout on our blog, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
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